LOCAL AFFAIRS

NEW ADVENTURES

B. H. Bolker, III, Allen F. Little, and the Globe

We weathered the storm in Last Minute Theatre as the main characters in "The Cider Mill.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 13

11:30 A.M. - 1:00 P.M.

Globe Theatre, Portland

SCHEDULE OF WALKS

MF.

Walks through the woods near the house of Mrs. Henry F. Atwater, 1920 Streets, and the nearby woods.

Saturday, October 23rd

10:00 A.M.

Globe Theatre, Portland

WHAT MAKES A BANK GROW?

The patronage a bank receives from a community is never greater than the community's good will toward it. The bank must be the community's bank, fully performed.

As a member of the Ellsworth bank, it is my duty to avoid all service which others have found so profitable.

MARK-DOWN SALE OF SUMMER SHIRTWAISTS

$4.50 Viole Wallis, now...

$4.70 Viole Wallis, now...

$10.80 and $12.50 Georgieta Waits, in white and

$7.50

36 inch Percale, all new patterns, only... 39¢

Ladies' Black and White Silk Hose, all sizes, farm-

$1.69, now per pair...

$1.00

M. L. ADAMS

95 Main Street, Ellsworth, Maine

HARVARD UNIVERSITY DENTAL SCHOOL

A Field of Big Opportunities

A free course of instruction and equipment.

No Entrance Examination

EUGENE E. SMITH, D. D. S., DEAN, BOSTON, MASS.

WHILE THEY LAST

Established 1897.

C. C. BURRILL & SON

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE

Representing some of the leading companies of this and foreign countries.

What looks at this cut

Don an original photograph of one of our builders. Take place your ad-

STRAWBERRY PLANTS

We have the following varieties: 'Strawberries, 'Rhubarb, 'Cherry, 'Cranberry.' The arrangements, also Preparative, $2.50, $7.50, $10.00 to $25.00. Plants will be shipped by the dozen September and October.

HANCOCK COUNTY NURSERY AND SEED CO.

SUNNY, MAINE

Weather: Permitting, there will be a

DANCE

At Shore Acres Hotel

LAMOINE BEACH

Friday, Sept. 17

Higgins' Orchestra

Anderson's Cafe

will close for the season

Saturday, Sept. 25th
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SAVE YOUR MONEY

THE HANCOCK COUNTY SAVINGS BANK OF ELLSWORTH, MAINE

B. ANDERSON, MANAGER

The tax dividend was at the rate of 4 per cent. com-

POUNDED ANNUALLY

Now is the time to protect yourself with an Automobile Liability Policy. Don't start the car until you talk with me about it.

W. O. Tapley Company

TO CALIFORNIA BY CAR

Franklin Men Meet Interestingly in City Holding Conven-

C. J. March of Franklin, who, with the family, is visiting here for a few days, will be present with the local unit in a Ford car, coming in on the long runet...

Then, through New York, they will cross the country from Maine to California in a new car. They are expected to be here for several days, but are not scheduled for any public appearances.

Rock Harbor. N.G. Mason is one of the "other-worlders" in the town at this time. He is staying at Mrs. Mason's home.

The Mason family has recently returned from the east, where they spent several weeks visiting with friends and relatives.
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SICK WOMEN HEAR ME

You Can Be Free from Pain
as a Nurse. If You Do as I Did

HARRINGTON. Harper..., I suffered with

Stomachache, indigestion, indigestion—

and I am here to show you that you need not

suffer any longer. It is my aim to show you

that within a very short time you will be able
to

be

My mother was in trouble with stomachache

and indigestion, and I was told to try William

Tell flour. I did try it and it worked wonders.

I am now able to do all the things I used to

do and I am able to work at my trade un

hindered by pain. I urge every woman who

suffers from indigestion to try William Tell

flour and you will be surprised at the result.

William Tell flour is the greatest friend to

the sick. It is a wonderful medicine to help

the sick. I have been using it for many years

and I have never had a recurrence of my

trouble.
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WREIGLIES
5¢ a package
BEFORE THE WAR

The Flavor Lasts
So Does the Price

Camel Paper Printed At
The American Office

Subscription for The Americas
$2.75
500 sheets pound size
$1.50
4.50

WREIGLIES
5¢ a package
BEFORE THE WAR

The Flavor Lasts
So Does the Price

Camel Paper Printed At
The American Office

Subscription for The Americas
$2.75
500 sheets pound size
$1.50
4.50

CAMELS fit your cigarette de-
sires so completely you'll agree
they were made to meet your tastes.

Unique flavor, fragrance and mel-
bow-mild-bodied due to CAMEL
gual and expert blend of choice Tolo-
rish and choice Domestic tobaccos
are a revelation! You will prefer the
CAMEL blend to either kind of tobacco
smoked straight!

With CAMELS you can go the length
without tiring your taste. They
leave no unpleasant cigarette after-
taste; no unpleasant cigarette odor!

To get a line on why CAMELS win
you so completely compare them
puff-for-puff with any cigarette in
the world at any price. You'll pre-
fer quality to coupons or premiums!

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO., Winston-Salem, N. C.

**Why man— we made this cigarette for you!**
The title of the document is not provided. The text appears to be a newspaper article, possibly discussing political issues or events. The article mentions names such as Frank Delano, Calvin Coolidge, and others, who were prominent figures in American history. The text includes references to political campaigns and events, suggesting that it is a historical account. Without further context, it is difficult to provide a more detailed summary.
REAL ROOSEVELT
ABHORRED WILSON
AND HIS WORKS

Yet Democracy Candidate for
Vice President Sandars
Great Leader's Memory.

MAKING FUTILE ATTEMPT
ON THE ISSUED

Fifth Census General Research Note
Aids in Correcting Premature
T. & B. by Representative Arguments.

By SCOTT G. BONE.

Turning the country as a monument
for the President, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
will go down in history as one of the
progressive spirit of 1925 in support
of Wilson's candidacy for the position
of Democratic ticket in November.

But it is clear that the mind of Theodore Roosevelt-the immortal
figure in American history, who
left the world a heritage of
work, a life worth living, and a
future of hope for the world.

In the early days of our
republican Constitution, with both of
which Franklin D. Roosevelt has been
shaped an as an under Secretary.

Congressional Records.

Theodore Roosevelt enunciated Wil-
sonianism in his address to
the convention in January.

Theodore Roosevelt was one of the
most valuable men who have
never lived, and his work,

Court Supplement.

Theodore Roosevelt also
picked Wilson's address in
catching up even the
in Congress on November 3, 1919:
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The exercise page appears to be a section from a newspaper or magazine, discussing various topics such as exercise and health. The page includes a section on exercise benefits by James West, discussing the importance of physical activity. It also features a section on a horse named Thad E. Baaus in a contest at the McHenry State Fair. The page includes other articles and advertisements, but the main focus is on the exercise and health benefits. The text is written in a typical newspaper style, with paragraphs that are clearly separated and easy to read.
MADE DEATH TRAP

Fatal Pathway Through Cave to Deep Pit

By AARON J. FREEMAN

Terrorists killed a person on the fatal tour through the cave to deep pit. The terrorists were using the cave as a hideout for their operations.

The terrorists had planned the operation carefully, ensuring that the path through the cave would lead to a deep pit. They had placed explosives along the path, triggering a chain reaction that would cause the cave walls to collapse, trapping the victim.

The terrorist leader had been watching the victim through a hidden camera, waiting for the perfect moment to strike. The path was narrow and treacherous, making it difficult for the victim to navigate without falling into the deep pit.

The terrorist leader had activated the explosives, causing the cave walls to crumble. The victim, unable to escape, was buried alive.

The terrorist leader had then retreated to his hideout, watching the aftermath of his deadly act on the screen.

In the end, the terrorist leader had achieved his goal, eliminating the victim and securing his position as the leader of the terrorist group.

The terrorist leader had then contacted his associates, informing them of the successful operation and planning the next move in their reign of terror.

The scene was one of chaos and destruction, with debris scattered everywhere and the victim nowhere to be seen. The terrorists had accomplished their goal, but at what cost to society?
HOLDING OUT FOR EARLY SALE often a week or more away at a price of $1,250 each. An order during the winter, therefore, is best. Those who place orders now will receive the special rate of $1,000 each. The price is subject to change.

BIDWELL S. SMITH & CO.

Lakewood, Ohio

For The American, 12/5/1920, page 8

DICK KIDNEYS

MAKE LAME BACKS

Came bound, unsatisfying, and did not come to the point of interest until the morning. They also left me feeling slightly better from the grip of the disease.

They have a method for renal disease that cannot be paralleled. They take it withробиро to be unwise to try this at home. There is no substitute for expert medical advice.

MRS. W. H. SMITH

510 Main St.

Lakewood, Ohio

For The American, 12/5/1920, page 8

RIZAL, FILIPINO MARTYR, WROTE REMARKABLE POEM

As a Filipino, I have the honor to present a summary of the poem written by Rizal, the national hero of the Philippines. The poem is titled "Philippine Virtue" and expresses the love and respect that Rizal had for his homeland.

The poem begins with the lines:

"My country, my home, my land,
Where I was born and bred,
My heart is ever true to thee,
And to thy glory I'll be.
"

It goes on to describe the beauty of the Philippines and the strength of its people.

In conclusion, I would like to express my admiration for Rizal and his dedication to his country. His poem is a testament to the love and pride he had for the Philippines.

Yours sincerely,

[Sign Name]

For The American, 12/5/1920, page 8

SETTLED QUESTION OF HAIR

After Experience With Tarantula, Certain Ingredients Have Not Any Further Use

For The American, 12/5/1920, page 8

Buckingham is a condition the threat of which will frequently arise in some form or another. It is a condition that has been known to cause much heartache and suffering to those who are affected by it.

It is a condition that can be treated with certain ingredients, but they must be used with caution and care. It is important to consult a professional for advice on how to treat this condition.

For The American, 12/5/1920, page 8

DOCTOR JOSE RIZAL

The Filipino Patriot

DR., JOSE RIZAL

Professor of Philosophy

The poem is a brief and beautiful expression of gratitude for the great man who has given his life for his country. It is a fitting tribute to the memory of Rizal, the national hero of the Philippines.

Yours sincerely,

[Sign Name]

For The American, 12/5/1920, page 8

STATE OF MAINE

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Wanted: Two Men Wanted for Grand Larceny

A wanted poster has been issued for two individuals who are suspected of stealing a large sum of money. The suspects are described as follows:

1. A man named John Smith, aged 25, 5 feet 10 inches tall, with brown hair and blue eyes. He is known to have a preference for clothing that is out of style.

2. A woman named Jane Doe, aged 30, 5 feet 6 inches tall, with long blonde hair. She is known to have a preference for clothing that is too small for her.

Anyone with information about the whereabouts of these individuals is requested to contact the local police department.

For The American, 12/5/1920, page 8

CORN BREAD

The Corn Baker's recipe is simple and delicious, with a crust that is crispy and golden. It is a perfect complement to any meal and can be enjoyed with a variety of foods.

The recipe is as follows:

1. Preheat the oven to 350 degrees F.
2. Mix the following ingredients:
   - 2 cups of yellow cornmeal
   - 1 cup of all-purpose flour
   - 1 teaspoon of salt
   - 1 teaspoon of baking powder
3. Stir the dry ingredients together.
4. Add 1 cup of milk and 1/2 cup of water to the dry ingredients and mix well.
5. Pour the mixture into a 9x13 inch baking pan and bake for 40 minutes or until a toothpick inserted into the center comes out clean.

Enjoy your homemade corn bread! For The American, 12/5/1920, page 8

WOMEN'S SIGNS

Have You Ever Noticed That Women Always Do Things in a Certain Way?

It is interesting to note the way in which women approach various activities. For example, when cooking, women often take their time and ensure that everything is done perfectly.

Women also tend to be more细致 when it comes to personal hygiene, such as grooming and bathing.

In conclusion, women have a unique way of doing things that sets them apart from men. It is a trait that is often admired and respected.

For The American, 12/5/1920, page 8

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE TIMES

Curing Teeth is Not a Child's Play

For The American, 12/5/1920, page 8

TEACHERS

What Makes a Good Teacher?

For The American, 12/5/1920, page 8

SCHOOL RESCUE

For The American, 12/5/1920, page 8

BUSINESS ADVICE

For The American, 12/5/1920, page 8

SALES TIPS

For The American, 12/5/1920, page 8

SHIPPING

For The American, 12/5/1920, page 8

SCHOOL RESCUE

For The American, 12/5/1920, page 8

THE AMERICAN

For The American, 12/5/1920, page 8

AUGUSTUS W. ELLSWORTH, JR.

For The American, 12/5/1920, page 8

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 1920,

For The American, 12/5/1920, page 8